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The “meat” and essence of each main story 

appearing on the Marcellus Drilling News 

(MarcellusDrilling.com) website during the 

previous week. Read this, and you will have the gist 

of an entire week’s worth of news for those with an 

interest in what happens in the upstream, 

midstream and downstream in the Marcellus and 

Utica Shale region. Click on the “full post” links to 

read the entire post. 
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MONDAY - Mar. 4, 2019 
 

Southwestern Energy Grows M-U Prod 21%, Likes 

WV Upper Devonian (full post) 
 

Southwestern Energy, one of the largest Marcellus/Utica drillers,        

issued its 2018 (and 4Q) update last Friday. The company          

reports growing M-U production 21% in 2018, to 702 billion          

cubic feet equivalent (Bcfe). That works out to be 1.9 Bcfe per            

day. Quite an accomplishment when you consider those numbers         

happened even after Southwestern sold off their Fayetteville        

Shale assets last year. Southwestern invested $1.23 billion in         

drilling last year, of which $1.11 billion was in the M-U region.            

Southwestern separates their M-U assets into northeast (PA) and         

southwest (PA, WV). In 2018, Southwestern drilled 41 wells in          

NE, and 63 in SW. They completed 54 wells in NE and 63 in SW.               

And they turned to sales 60 wells in NE, 76 wells in SW. Notice a               

trend there? They tend to drill more in their SW acreage. There            

was a fair bit of chatter on the earnings call about a series of WV               

Upper Devonian wells the company has drilled, recently bringing         

them online. The company hasn’t released exact production rates         

on the wells (yet) because its still early in the process–but           

Southwestern’s COO says early indications are around 12 million         

cubic feet per day (MMcf/d) of production on the UD wells. The            

company is interested in drilling more of them in 2019.          

Southwestern plans to pull back on spending in 2019, just a bit.            

Predicted capex is between $1.08 billion and $1.18 billion, but          

they plan to actually produce more this year. Other items that           

caught our eye: In 4Q18 the company drilled an “ultralong”          

lateral that was “in excess” of 18,000 feet in its SW acreage (in             

WV), and another ultralong well of 16,272 feet in its NE acreage.            

Go long or go home! In addition, Southwestern completed two          

water projects, one in Tioga County, PA, the other in WV, that            

are saving the company big bucks on water costs. 

 

FERC Says Rest of Mountaineer XPress Pipeline 

OK to Start Up (full post) 
 

On Friday TransCanada, owner of Columbia Gas Transmission,        

issued a press release to say the Federal Energy Regulatory          

Commission has approved the startup of the remainder of the          

Mountaineer XPress pipeline project. Just last week we told you          

that FERC had approved more (but not the rest) of the project to             

go online. The very next day (something that slipped by us at the             

time) FERC issued another order allowing everything else not yet          

started to begin service. Mountaineer XPress is 170 miles of new           

pipeline designed to flow 2.7 billion cubic feet (Bcf) per day of            

natural gas from existing and future points of receipt along or           

near the Columbia pipeline system–most of it located in West          

Virginia. At 2.7 Bcf/d, Mountaineer XPress is the second largest          

(by volume) new pipeline project for the Marcellus/Utica        

region–second only to Rover’s 3.25 Bcf/d pipeline. Gulf XPress         

works hand in glove with Mountaineer XPress. Gulf XPress         

consists of building seven new midpoint compressor stations        

along the existing Columbia pipeline system in Kentucky,        

Tennessee and Mississippi, with the aim of moving an additional          

875 million cubic feet (MMcf) of Marcellus/Utica gas per day          

southward, to the Gulf Coast region. FERC granted permission         

for part of Gulf XPress to begin service in early February. 

 

Chester County Commissioner Uses Pipeline 

Lawsuit as Fundraiser (full post) 
 

This is super sleazy. You might want to put on a rain slicker to              

keep the crap from sticking to you as you read it. Last week             

Chester County, PA commissioners asked to join a lawsuit         

against Sunoco’s Mariner East pipeline projects. The       

commissioners also voted to end easements allowing Sunoco        

access to the pipeline as it runs through county property, access           

needed so they could do work on it. Chester County threatened           

Sunoco with legal action if they enter. A few hours after voting on             

those actions–to join an existing lawsuit, and to end the          

easements threatening Sunoco if they “trespass” on county        

property–one of the commissioners, Kathi Cozzone, sent out a         

re-election fundraising email with the title, “Taking Action on the          

Pipeline.” Democrats like Cozzone know no depths to which they          

won’t descend. Disgusting people. She’s already served three        

terms and now wants a fourth. Swamp dweller. She figures the           

Mariner East pipeline is her ticket to ride. We wonder, Did           

Cozzone vote for these actions purely for their value in          

generating money for her reelection? The rapid speed of the          

fundraising email following her vote is troubling, implying a         

connection between the two. 

 

Cincinnati DOPEs are Back to Oppose Critical 

Pipeline Project (full post) 
 

Duke Energy has a plan to build a critically-needed natural gas           

pipeline near Cincinnati, OH to replace an old pipeline built in           

the 1950s. A group calling themselves NOPE–Neighbors       

Opposing Pipeline Extension, is trying to defeat the project. We          

call them DOPEs–Dummies Opposing Pipeline Extension. The       

DOPErs are back, claiming a brand new pipeline through the          

area will be less safe and more dangerous than the old, worn-out            

pipeline. There’s no fixing stupid. Without this new 20-inch,         

13-mile pipeline, some folks around Cincy will have to go without           

natural gas. Such arguments fall on deaf ears with anti-fossil          

fuelers. Will the DOPErs volunteer to unhook from natgas? Not          

on your life! Last December Duke pledged to move forward with           

this important project, despite opposition. A public hearing is         

scheduled for this month, and an “evidentiary” hearing is         

scheduled for April. With the hearings fast approaching, the         

DOPEs have swung into action. 

 

Some M-U Molecules Go to Canada East Coast via 

US Gulf Coast (full post) 
 

This is wack. Instead of expanding and connecting pipelines to          

carry Marcellus/Utica natural gas to New England and from         

there on to the Canadian Maritimes (New Brunswick, Nova         

Scotia, and Prince Edward Island), some M-U gas now heads          

there after traveling all the way to Cheniere Energy’s Sabine Pass           

LNG export facility on the coast of Louisiana. "Canada’s Atlantic          

seaboard surfaced as a customer for natural gas exports from the           

United States this winter to replace depleted wells that entirely          

ceased production offshore of Nova Scotia at the end of 2018.           

Cheniere Energy Inc.’s Sabine Pass liquefied natural gas (LNG)         

terminal in Louisiana inaugurated the northbound U.S. tanker        

traffic by sending a cargo of 3.5 Bcf to the Canaport import            

facility in New Brunswick, according to the National Energy         

Board (NEB)." (NGI's Daily Gas Price Index) There have been a           

number of pipeline projects to flow Marcellus/Utica gas from         

Pennsylvania into and through New York State, on into New          

England where some of that gas would hitch a ride on the            

Maritimes & Northeast Pipeline (M&NP). Yet all of those projects          

have (so far) have been blocked–either by New York’s Gov.          

Andrew Cuomo, or by politicians in Massachusetts. The result is          

that cheap, abundant, clean-burning fracked gas from PA can’t         

make it into New England and on to eastern Canada. Instead,           

Canada is forced to import LNG. Fortunately, one of those          

sources is now the U.S. At least temporarily. Yet Boston can’t do            

the same thing–import American LNG. Why? An old law called          

the Jones Act stipulates all shipping from/to U.S. ports must be           
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owned and crewed by Americans. There are no American-owned         

LNG tankers. Pipelines are the answer of course. But until they           

can get built, our own home-grown LNG should be allowed to           

dock and unload at our own ports, just like is now happening in             

Canadian ports. However, selling gas to the Canadians won’t last          

long. TransCanada has plans under government review to ship         

natgas via pipeline all the way across the continent, from          

Western Canada, to meet the demand in the Maritimes: "U.S. gas           

exports are expected to fill all the Atlantic Canadian gas supply           

gap until Nov. 1, the target date for new service from the Western             

Canada provinces to start on TransCanada Corp.’s cross-country        

Mainline and a U.S. link to M&NP. The package, including          

discount tolls and pipeline capacity additions, currently awaits        

NEB approval. A U.S. affiliate of TransCanada, TC PipeLines LP,          

has plans to raise capacity on its American link along the           

roundabout route across the continent to New Brunswick and         

Nova Scotia, the Portland Natural Gas Transmission System."        

(NGI's Daily Gas Price Index) Yet we can’t build pipelines to ship            

our gas a few hundred miles to the same destinations. Wack!           

CORRECTION: A few days after this post was published, NGI          

issued a correction on their site to say that the Canadian National            

Energy Board (NEB) had revised their report to say a tanker           

from Cheniere’s Sabine Pass facility has not, so far, made an LNG            

delivery to the Canaport facility. Fair enough. The overall point          

we make remains valid–that such a shipment could arrive (and          

almost certainly will), and that such a shipment is illegal in U.S.            

ports a few hundred miles down the coast. The situation is still            

an outrage. However, we do hope that M-U molecules will make           

it to Canada via LNG cargo ships soon. We expect they will. 

 

NY & New England in Top 10 Highest Electric 

Rates in U.S. (full post) 
 

USA Today recently published an article picked up from the          

investor website 24/7 Wall Street that analyzes the average cost          

per kilowatt hour for electricity state by state–all 50 states. It’s           

not surprising that Hawaii and Alaska are in the top two highest            

rates in the nation, separated from the Lower 48. Would you find            

it surprising that New York and the six New England states (plus            

California) round out the top 10 highest average price for          

electricity. Why are they the highest? Lack of natural gas          

pipelines. Political policies implemented by leftists, like blocking        

pipelines because you hate fossil fuels, is having a tangible,          

provable, direct effect on citizens in states where those foolish          

policies exist. Natural gas is now the single largest fuel source for            

electrical generation. You need natgas to produce electricity.        

Renewables like solar and wind are still a tiny fraction of our            

energy production. Less natgas? Higher electric prices. It’s that         

simple. And stark. Here’s the top 10 average highest priced states           

for electricity in the country: 10. Maine; 9. Vermont; 8. New           

York; 7. California; 6. Rhode Island; 5. Massachusetts; 4. New          

Hampshire; 3. Connecticut; 2. Alaska; 1. Hawaii. 

 

CNG Trailer Rolls Over in Upstate NY, Closes 

Interstate (full post) 
 

A tractor trailer hauling CNG (compressed natural gas)        

overturned Sunday morning on Interstate 88 near Cobleskill in         

Schoharie County, closing the Interstate for a few hours. This is           

one of those “virtual pipelines” we’ve written plenty about. We’ve          

written about the safety of the trailers–the fact that not once           

when there has been an accident has there been an explosion.           

Same this time. The trailer, when it overturned, did as it was            

designed to do and vented the gas away. We tried, in vain, to             

figure out which company was doing the hauling. Where was the           

gas coming from, and going to? None of the media articles           

covering the story were able to provide any of those answers. We            

have a guess, but won’t venture it at this point. We don’t want to              

guess wrong with something like this. The driver was OK–getting          

himself out of the trailer. The Interstate was reopened after a few            

hours. Because of concerns about the gas venting, the Federal          

Aviation Administration put a “no fly” zone above the area up to            

2,000 feet–to keep news agencies from flying drones over the          

area. 3/8/19 UPDATE: While we still have no details on which           

company was doing the hauling, where the gas was coming from           

and going to, we do now know that the driver fell asleep at the              

wheel, causing the crash. 

 

TUESDAY - Mar. 5, 2019 
 

PA DEP Clips Rice Midstream $1.5M for Pipe 

Problems in SWPA (full post) 
 

Even though Rice Midstream doesn’t exist anymore, it can still          

be fined. Rice Midstream became part of EQT when EQT bought           

out and merged in Rice Energy in 2017. Last year EQT, under            

pressure from investors, split itself in two–into EQT (the driller)          

and Equitrans (nee EQT Midstream, the pipeline company).        

What was Rice Midstream is now part of Equitrans. Yesterday          

the PA Dept. of Environmental Protection (DEP) levied a $1.5          

million fine on Rice for work done in late 2017/early-to-mid          

2018. In 2017 Rice Midstream began construction of a 7.5-mile          

pipeline, called the Beta Trunk Pipeline, as part of the larger Beta            

Pipeline system. In October 2017 Rice self-reported to the DEP          

its Beta Trunk construction activities in Greene County had         

caused some muddy water to flow into a couple of unnamed           

creeks. The DEP investigated and found it was true. That set off            

alarms with DEP inspectors who returned in January, February         

and March of 2018–finding more such violations each time they          

checked. The DEP asked Rice to voluntarily shut down         

construction on Beta Trunkline until they could get a handle on           

things, which Rice did. By the end of April everything was OK            

and Rice was allowed to resume construction. Then Rice ran into           

more problems with Beta Trunk in May, causing three landslides          

and other assorted issues. Rice got it under control by early July.            

Some of Beta Trunk is now in-service, but some is still not. The             

DEP approved a plan to fix the landslides. Work continues. In           

the meantime, the DEP has levied a whopping $1.5 million fine           

for Rice’s various environmental transgressions related to Beta        

Trunk. 

 

Va. Water Control Board Shocks Antis re Vote on 

MVP Water Permit (full post) 
 

Gloom, despair and agony on me. That’s how we would describe           

the reaction of fossil fuel haters who thought they had          

successfully bullied Virginia’s Water Control Board members       

into revoking a permit earlier granted to the Mountain Valley          

Pipeline (MVP) project. But last week the Board voted to NOT           

revoke the previously issued permit. That sent the antis into          

despair…and into a rage. In December 2017 the Water Control          

Board issued a water permit/certification for MVP–a $3.5        

billion, 301-mile pipeline that will run from Wetzel County, WV          

to the Transco Pipeline in Pittsylvania County, VA. At least one           

fossil fuel hater at the meeting “screamed profanities at the board           

members and vowed to visit them where they live.” Violent          

people. Not much has changed. Since 2017 other required         

permits have been issued and MVP is now, as of the end of 2018,              

70% done being built. Even so, there are still hurdles to           

overcome. Virginia’s liberal Democrat Attorney General filed a        

lawsuit in December against MVP, alleging the project has         

violated Virginia environmental regulations some 300 times. In        

light of the AG’s lawsuit, the Water Control Board that it would            
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reconsider the permit it had issued, threatening to revoke the          

permit. But last week the Board decided not to revoke the permit.            

They changed their minds, yet again. Board members voiced         

concerns that if they revoke the water certificate, a “401”          

certificate issued under the federal Clean Water Act, they would          

lose the ability to impose certain conditions on the project. That           

is, they are afraid the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission         

would step in and take over and not give Virginia a say in how              

the pipeline gets built in their state. The commissioners thought          

it best to keep the certificate in place and protect the role the             

state has. After a closed-door session last week, the outcome was           

announced. One fossil fuel hater couldn’t help herself and         

screamed at the commissioners. Some things never change. 

 

Still a Few “Tree Sitters” Left Blocking Section of 

MVP in Va. (full post) 
 

We thought the tree sitting weirdos trying to block construction          

of Equitrans’ Mountain Valley Pipeline (MVP) in Virginia had         

long returned to earth. The last of the sitters, at least in Franklin             

County, VA, came down last May. What we didn’t know is that            

there are at least two other sitters in Montgomery County,          

VA–one of whom has been up a tree for more than five months.             

Equitrans finally got the courts involved last year. After it was           

made clear to the lunatic sitters they were being charged with           

crimes in federal court, they scampered. Maybe they aren’t so          

crazy after all. Sitting in a prison cell is not as nice as sitting in a                

tree. But now comes the following story of a tree sitter who has             

been at it for more than five months. Same deal. They sit in trees              

that are either in the path of, or very close to, where the pipeline              

will travel. MVP is now 70+ percent built and in the ground, so             

this must be one of the few remaining places where it’s not yet in              

the ground. The illegal trespasser is an out-of-towner–from        

Austin, Texas. He’s a kid, just 24 years old. And he’s been            

radicalized by environmental extremists. The kid’s name is        

Phillip Flagg. Flagg also participated in the illegal (turned         

violent) protest in North Dakota to stop the Dakota Access          

Pipeline there. In the end, the pipeline won. But not until           

protesters had caused millions of dollars of damage before         

leaving the area. Our point is that most of these protesters are            

movement people–paid by Big Green groups to do what they are           

doing. They are anarchists–people who don’t believe in the rule          

of law. They subscribe to the law of the jungle, the strongest            

person (or animal) wins. And they prey on the sympathies of           

companies afraid of physically harming them by using force to          

remove them (which is what should be done). And so you get            

these situations where know-nothing kids sit up in the tops of           

trees for months on end, blocking construction. As soon as the           

court issues an order (we’re waiting for it now), federal marshals           

will be giving Mr. Flagg a visit to let him know his future sitting              

will be done in a federal prison–unless he exits immediately. 

 

Williams Ends 2018 on Atlantic Sunrise High Note 

(full post) 
 

Williams recently issued its 2018 and 4Q18 update. High on the           

list of kudos handed out by CEO Alan Armstrong was the Atlantic            

Sunrise Project, a $3 billion expansion of the Transco Pipeline in           

10 northeastern Pennsylvania counties to carry Marcellus gas        

south, and Williams’ northeast gathering and processing (G&P)        

pipeline system. Armstrong stated in his opening remarks on the          

quarterly earnings call that the company is focused on the          

natural gas market. He said that demand for the company’s          

natural gas rose 11% in 2018, and there’s no end in sight.            

Armstrong said, “I’m happy to report that our portfolio of          

indispensable natural gas infrastructure performed even better       

than expected this past year as we once again came in at the top              

of our guidance ranges for key financial metrics.” The Transco          

pipeline is the company’s crown jewel. The pipeline system         

delivered new record high deliveries in 2018 and likely will again           

in 2019. If there were any clouds in the update, it would be that              

the company lost, on paper, $572 million in 4Q18 (compared to           

making $1.7 billion in profit in 4Q17). Why? Williams “wrote          

down” the value of gathering assets in the Barnett shale the value            

of their Gulf coast pipeline systems–assets they sold in 2018. So,           

it was a paper loss. What about 2019? Williams plans to spend            

$2.7-$2.9 billion in 2019, up from a previous estimate of $2.6           

billion. Big company, big money, big results. 

 

OH/WV Buckeye XPress Pipe Project Moves to 

Front of FERC Queue (full post) 
 

In January 2017, TransCanada’s Columbia Pipeline subsidiary       

launched an open season for the Buckeye XPress (BXP) pipeline          

project. BXP will expand service along the Columbia Gas         

Transmission pipeline from Ohio (and PA and WV) to send even           

more Marcellus/Utica gas to the Gulf via the interconnection at          

Leach, Kentucky. Columbia launched a non-binding open season        

to gauge interest in the project, which will use looping and beefed            

up compressor stations to increase capacity another 275 million         

cubic feet (MMcf) per day along the existing pipeline Columbia          

pipeline system. The open season (time when shippers express         

interest and sign contracts) was a success. But these things take           

time. On March 26, 2018, a year and two full months after the             

open season, Columbia filed an application with the Federal         

Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) seeking permission to       

build the project. BXP includes building 66 miles of new pipeline           

to replace old pipeline in Ohio’s Vinton, Jackson, Gallia and          

Lawrence counties, as well as pipeline replacement in West         

Virginia’s Wayne County. Fast forward *another* year, to March         

2019. FERC has been working on the project, reviewing potential          

environmental impacts. FERC just released a schedule for how         

they will handle the project from here on out. On or by April 8th,              

FERC will issue an environmental assessment (EA) for the         

project. And then in another 90 days, on or by July 7th, FERC             

will issue a final decision on whether or not TransCanada can           

proceed to build the project. Hint: If the EA is positive, the final             

decision will be a “yes.” Never fails. 

 

NGL Energy Buys Northeast Propane Terminals 

from DCP Midstream (full post) 
 

We spotted an interesting announcement from NGL Energy        

Partners that the company has just closed on the purchase of           

seven natural gas liquids terminals in the Eastern United States,          

purchased from DCP Midstream for an undisclosed amount.        

What’s interesting is that some of the terminals, most of them           

located in the Marcellus/Utica region, are capable of exports.         

NGL Energy says they plan to export butane from one of them.            

Might that be M-U butane? The announcement from last week          

that first caught our attention: "NGL Energy Partners LP         

(NYSE:NGL) (“NGL” or the “Partnership”) today announced that        

it has closed the previously announced transaction to acquire         

from DCP Midstream, LP (“DCP”) a wholesale propane and         

butane business, generally consisting of seven natural gas liquids         

terminals in the Eastern United States, including an        

import/export terminal located in Chesapeake, Virginia. In       

conjunction with the transaction, NGL has also entered into a          

new multi-year, minimum volume throughput contract with an        

international commodity business to export butane at the        

Chesapeake facility, which is expected to increase the cash flow          

of the acquired business." We know that one of the terminals, in            

Chesapeake, VA, is capable of exports, according to the         

announcements above. And that NGL Energy plans to export         
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butane from that terminal. It got us to wondering where the           

other terminals are located. We grabbed the following screenshot         

from the DCP Midstream website, showing where all of its          

propane terminals are located in the Eastern U.S. The terminals          

are located in: Bangor, ME; Auburn, ME; Berlin, VT; Westfield,          

MA; Albany, NY; Midland, PA; York, PA; Chesapeake, VA. If you           

count them, you’ll see there are eight. Yet NGL Energy says they            

bought seven of them according to the press release. We don’t           

know which one is not part of the purchase (although we know            

that Chesapeake *is* part of the purchase). Our point: The M-U           

produces an increasing amount of NGLs. And unless a producer          

has a contract on one of the few pipelines in the region that flow              

NGLs, it’s been tough to move them. Perhaps with this          

transaction a new market will open up for our producers to sell            

more of their NGLs. That’s what we hope. 

 

The Secret to Lowering Water Management Costs 

in the M-U (full post) 
 

[Sponsored post] Water is expensive. Marcellus/Utica producers       

are spending millions of dollars on solutions to better handle          

water–the water they need for drilling and (perhaps more         

importantly) the produced water they must treat and/or dispose         

of. At the end of March, a group of M-U producers, regulators            

and other experts will gather in Pittsburgh to share their secrets           

to lowering the cost of water management. Should you be there           

too? We’re referring to the 9th Annual Shale Water         

Management Marcellus and Utica Conference in      

Pittsburgh, March 27-28. Let’s face it, while prices for gas in the            

Marcellus/Utica have modestly increased in the past year thanks         

to new pipelines, the price for M-U gas, like other regions,           

remains pretty low overall. Water management continues to be a          

substantial part of the development and subsequent       

management of Appalachian fields. Regulations continue to get        

tighter, making water management one of the biggest expenses         

producers face today. The end goal for any producer is about           

margins and cutting costs wherever possible. The 9th Annual         

Cost-Effective Shale Water Management Marcellus & Utica can        

help. Case studies and discussions in 2019 will deliver actual          

information on what was tested, what results were seen, what          

worked, what did not work and how improved water         

management best practices have helped E&Ps maximize cost        

savings. Dig deeper as more specifics are shared. They’re spilling          

all the secrets at this event! Just one key insight or idea from the              

sessions, or from your own networking and private        

conversations, may be the key that unlocks tens, even hundreds          

of thousands of dollars in savings for your company. Can you           

afford to NOT attend? Learn how others are saving big money,           

and take those ideas back to your company. You’ll be a hero! In             

2018, over 170 Directors, CEOs, VPs, Managers, Specialists,        

Coordinators, Analysts, Foremans, Superintendents, and     

Advisors attended from CNX Resources, EQT Corporation,       

Chevron North America, Range Resources, Cabot Oil & Gas,         

Ascent Resources, Black Swan Energy, Carrizo Oil & Gas, Stone          

Bridge Operating, Antero Resources, Murphy Oil, Noble Energy,        

Chesapeake Energy, EOG Resources, Eureka Resources, Eclipse       

Resources, Gulfport Energy Corp, Alta Mesa Holdings, Arsenal        

Resources, Windy Cove Energy, JKLM Energy, and dozens of         

leading water management technology service providers. How       

can you attend? Full details and a registration form are available           

at: www.shale-water-marcellus-utica.com. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

WEDNESDAY - Mar. 6, 2019 
 

Pin Oak Energy Buys Marcellus & Conventional 

Wells in Elk County (full post) 
 

It’s been almost a year to the day since we last wrote about Pin              

Oak Energy, a relatively young Marcellus/Utica driller based in         

Akron, OH. Pin Oak is back in the news, having just closed on a              

deal to buy producing Marcellus and conventional wells in Elk          

County, PA. While Pin Oak is a relatively young company          

(around since early 2015), the people running it have been          

around for a long time. CEO Chris Halvorson says Pin Oak is            

comprised of folks who were formerly with AB Resources. You          

may recall that AB Resources built a position in the southwestern           

“core” of the Marcellus and sold out to Chevron several years ago.            

Pin Oak is “what’s next” for for the former AB folks. Their target:             

the Appalachian basin. However, they’re doing things differently        

than most others–zigging while everyone else zags. Pin Oak likes          

to pick up already-producing oil and gas wells instead of raw           

acreage, and they don’t take private equity money to fund          

operations–preferring to “pay as you go” with their own money.          

We’ve reported on a number of Pin Oak acquisitions. In Feb.           

2018 the company picked up 70,000 Utica acres in both Ohio           

and Pennsylvania, doubling their portfolio. Since that time we’ve         

not heard anything new. Until now. Two days ago Pin Oak issued            

a press release to say they have purchased producing Marcellus          

and conventional assets in Elk County, PA from an undisclosed          

seller. No specific amount of acreage or number of wells was           

mentioned. They also picked up 12 miles of gathering system          

pipelines “capable of delivering peak volume of 25,000        

MMBtu/Day to a large industrial end-user.” Local pipelines that         

feed everything they gather to a large industrial end user. In           

addition to buying wells and pipelines, Pin Oak signed an          

agreement with the same company to drill (on the other          

company’s behalf) on some 20,000 net acres in Elk County. Also           

in the announcement (below) is news that Pin Oak recently          

closed on a deal with Appalachian Midstream Partners (AMP) to          

buy a 72-mile natural gas pipeline that runs from McKean          

County to Clinton County. Busy beavers! Things have been and          

are happening at Pin Oak. The focus of the company continues to            

be north-central PA. There was no mention of how much money           

changed hands for this latest round of deals. 

 

Family of Worker Killed at Tioga County, PA Well 

Pad Sues Shell (full post) 
 

On the morning of October 27, Marc Jones, an employee of Deep            

Well Services, was working at a Shell well pad in Tioga County,            

PA when “a large piece of equipment fell on him, pinning him to             

the platform 65 feet in the air where he was standing”. The blunt             

force trauma, hitting him in the head, killed him. In December,           

the administratix of Jones’ estate, Rosa Jones (presumably his         

wife) filed a wrongful death lawsuit in the Allegheny County          

Court of Common Pleas. Interestingly, the lawsuit does not name          

Deep Well Services, Jones’ employer. Instead, the lawsuit names         

Shell/SWEPI, the owner of the well pad, AND it names the           

landowners where the pad is located–Richard and Barbara        

Kinnan, husband and wife. It makes landowners pause to think          

that if something bad happens while someone is drilling on your           

property, YOU may be legally culpable. Or if not culpable, at a            

minimum you may suffer the emotional distress of being dragged          

through the legal system (i.e. big bucks to defend yourself).          

Anybody can sue anybody for anything. As to how far such a            

lawsuit gets, that’s another matter. As these things progress, they          

typically move from lower courts, like Allegheny County Court, to          

a higher court. In this case, the Jones v. SWEPI lawsuit was            
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moved in January to the United States District Court for the           

Western District of Pennsylvania, after Shell/SWEPI requested       

it. Once the venue changed, Shell filed a motion to dismiss the            

lawsuit. But on Feb. 25, the new court refused to dismiss the            

case, meaning it now continues. Shell has until March 15 to file            

its response to the lawsuit in the new court. 

 

PA Marcellus Gas to Power Electric Plant 

in…Puerto Rico?! (full post) 
 

We’ve been tracking the story of a coming $800 million LNG           

export plant that will be built in rural northeastern Pennsylvania.          

We recently shared the news that some of the Marcellus          

molecules from the plant will go to Puerto Rico. We now know            

where and for what purpose. New Fortress Energy, the company          

building the LNG export plant in Wyalusing, issued a press          

release yesterday to crow about a deal they’ve cut with the Puerto            

Rico Electric Power Authority (PREPA). PREPA operates a        

combined cycle electric generating plant in San Juan, Puerto         

Rico. They are converting two of the units in that plant to burn             

natural gas. The gas will come from New Fortress’ Wyalusing          

operation. How cool is that! Even cooler is the fact that New            

Fortress not only owns the export plant in Wyalusing, they also           

own the import facility in PR that will accept and truck the LNG             

to the electric plant and other customers. 

 

Do PA Landowners Retain Mineral Rights When 

Selling Land to State? (full post) 
 

In 1990 a landowner freely sold (rather than have taken by           

eminent domain) land in Lawrence County to the Pennsylvania         

Turnpike Commission for a new highway project. In 2012 the          

landowner filed a lawsuit claiming when selling the land, she did           

not sell the mineral rights. She wants to lease under the property            

for shale drilling. Yesterday Commonwealth Court of       

Pennsylvania denied her request. Sarah O’Layer McCready (the        

landowner) argued that since the deed did not specifically convey          

mineral rights, those rights remain with her. The court said in           

this case the type of deed she conveyed is broad and implies that             

mineral rights are a part of it–even if those rights are not            

specifically spelled out in the deed. Lesson: Deeds and other legal           

documents must be excruciatingly specific when it comes to         

mineral rights and who owns them. Everything must be spelled          

out in detail. 

 

IFO: PA Natural Gas Production Hits New 

All-Time High in 4Q18 (full post) 
 

Yesterday the PA Independent Fiscal Office (IFO) released their         

latest quarterly Natural Gas Production Report for Oct-Dec 2018         

(full copy below). It shows natgas production rose an amazing          

17.7% compared to the same period last year–to a new all-time           

high. For the calendar year, total production was up 14.2% from           

the prior year, the largest year-over-year increase in production         

since 2014. In 4Q18 the total natural gas production volume was           

1,648.8 billion cubic feet (Bcf), and the number of producing          

wells in was 9,091 (of which 8,606 were shale wells). The big            

news is that natgas production in PA hit 6,115.1 Bcf for the year, a              

new record high and 14.2% higher than the 5,354.3 Bcf extracted           

in 2017. Two-thirds of the state’s natural gas production         

consistently comes from the same four counties: Susquehanna,        

Washington, Greene and Bradford. For the last nine straight         

quarters dating back to 4Q16, horizontal well production has         

increased each quarter. Amazing! Once again Susquehanna       

County in the northeastern part of the state produced the most           

natural gas. For all of 2018, Susquehanna produced 1,463.3 Bcf,          

which is 24% of all the gas produced in the state. The #1             

producing driller in Susquehanna County is Cabot Oil & Gas. You           

might say as goes Cabot, goes Pennsylvania. 

 

Politically Motivated Investigation of ME Pipe 

Convenes Grand Jury (full post) 
 

RINO Tom Hogan, District Attorney for Chester County, PA,         

launched a criminal probe into the Mariner East Pipeline         

projects (1 and 2) last December. The probe smacks not of justice            

but of politics–as in Hogan seeking higher office. It also smacks           

of a diversion–attempting to focus attention away from a recent          

lawsuit filed against Hogan by PA State Troopers because Hogan          

maintains a blacklist with troopers’ names that he refuses to call           

to testify in court cases. What better way to divert attention away            

from your own sleazy practices than to focus on someone else’s           

alleged wrongdoing? In January Hogan hired, supposedly for        

free, a former federal prosecutor tasked with finding dirt on          

Sunoco. Anything, even a small piece of lint, will do–so that           

Hogan can file a criminal indictment against Sunoco and attempt          

to put out of business a major NGL pipeline that’s now up and             

running, flowing ethane, propane and butane. The federal        

prosecutor is “volunteering” his time, which should be illegal         

because it’s an outrageous conflict of interest. The prosecutor will          

get paid from someone–you can bank on it. He joined two           

on-staff prosecutors working the case full time, at considerable         

taxpayer expense. What have these expert prosecutors found? A         

naughty Instagram post where a pipeline worker lost his temper          

and called a radical anti a “retard” and a “c*nt”. They also ratted             

out an off-duty police officer moonlighting as a security guard for           

the project. Yeah, that pipeline is CRIMINAL, ain’t it? Hogan has           

committed himself, putting his future and political career on the          

line. There’s no going back now. Too much embarrassment if he           

finds nothing. Hogan has impaneled a grand jury to hear          

testimony and consider evidence that may (or may not) lead to           

indictments against Energy Transfer, Sunoco Logistics, and the        

pipeline projects. Will there be an indictment? You can bank on           

it. Solomon “Sol” Wachtler, Chief Judge of the New York Court of            

Appeals from 1985 to 1992, once famously said district attorneys          

now have so much influence on grand juries that “by and large”            

they could get them to “indict a ham sandwich.” Translation:          

grand juries are nothing more than rubber stamps for DAs. This           

is a miscarriage of justice and should be stopped. But it won’t be,             

sadly. Since grand juries are secret, and since it’s illegal to talk            

about what goes on in a grand jury, is it also illegal that someone              

reveals that a grand jury is up and running? Apparently not. A            

reporter in Chester County was “randomly” selected for grand         

jury duty and was told the grand jury being impaneled (meeting           

several times a month, for up to 18 months!) would consider           

evidence against Mariner East pipeline. When the reporter asked         

if it’s OK to blab about the grand jury being interviewed, he was             

given a wink and a nod by the assistant DA. The reporter’s story             

of showing up for jury duty, only to find out (shazam!) it’s a             

project he has written about and loves writing about... 

 

Still No Ohio Cracker Announcement, 

Preparations Continue (full post) 
 

PTT Global Chemical has made and broken so many promises          

about the timing of a decision to build a $6 (lately cited as $10)              

billion ethane cracker in Belmont County, we’ve lost track of the           

number broken deadlines. Don’t get us wrong. We still hope and           

believe the project will happen, but we’ve grown weary of the           

delays in an announcement. And we don’t even live in the region!            

However, political and business leaders in the region haven’t         

given up hope and are using the time to prepare for what they             

firmly believe is coming, and coming soon. Believing an         

announcement will happen “soon,” three organizations–the      
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Belmont County Tourism Council, Wheeling Convention and       

Visitors Bureau and the Greater Moundsville Convention and        

Visitors Bureau–hosted an event last Thursday at Wheeling        

Island Hotel-Casino-Racetrack. Members of the community were       

invited and could ask questions and learn more about the          

proposed plant and about other communities (like Beaver        

County, PA) that have experienced similar development. A few of          

the ways the region is preparing: Wheeling, WV (just across the           

river from Belmont County and not far from the proposed          

cracker site) has upgraded water and sewer service on the theory           

lots of people will be coming to the city when this thing gets             

rockin’ and rollin’. And Belmont College and West Virginia         

Northern Community College have ramped up programs to train         

workers. Hope springs eternal. 

 

THURSDAY - Mar. 7, 2019 
 

One Step Closer: FERC OKs Feed Gas to Elba 

Island LNG (full post) 
 

Yesterday the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)       

granted a request to Kinder Morgan to “introduce feed gas,          

back-up fuel, and BOG fuel” to the first of what will be 10             

production units at its Elba Island, Georgia LNG export facility.          

This is yet another step toward bringing the facility online. Just a            

month ago we told you that FERC granted Elba permission to           

“proceed with introduction of fuel gas to commission the HF-LF          

flare pilot system”. Step by step by step it’s happening. Elba           

Island will be the second LNG export facility along the East           

Coast, after Cove Point in Maryland. As we previously noted,          

Elba is quite a bit smaller than Cove Point. Whereas Cove Point,            

which has been up and running for a year now, can take in and              

liquefy up to 3.5 billion cubic feet per day (Bcf/d) of natural gas,             

Elba Island will be able to liquefy up to 350 million cubic feet per              

day (MMcf/d)–just 10% of Cove Point’s capacity. But hey, the gas           

Elba Island will be liquefying and exporting will come from the           

Marcellus, so it’s all good. 

 

NFG FM100 Pipe Project in NW PA to Feed 

Marcellus Gas to Transco (full post) 
 

We’ve just caught wind of a “new” pipeline project coming from           

National Fuel Gas Company (NFG) in northwestern       

Pennsylvania that will beef up and extend an existing pipeline          

network to flow an extra 330 million cubic feet per day (MMcf/d)            

of Marcellus gas to Williams’ mighty Transco Pipeline. It’s called          

the FM100 Project. Kind of sources like a radio station, no? The            

FM100 Project will install 31 miles of new pipeline, abandon 45           

miles of old pipeline, build a new compressor station and other           

bits and bobs for Line FM100–work that will be done in           

Cameron, Clearfield, Elk, McKean, Potter and Clinton counties.        

Actually this isn’t a new plan. We told you in May of last year that               

NFG outlined what we call Plan B for their Northern Access           

Pipeline. Northern Access is a $500 million project with 97 miles           

of new pipeline along a power line corridor from northwestern          

PA up to Erie County, NY. Northern Access would allow NFG’s           

Seneca Resources drilling subsidiary to drill new wells in an area           

currently pipeline constrained. However, Northern Access      

construction is being blocked by the corrupt NY Dept. of          

Environmental Conservation. NFG is fighting for Northern       

Access in court and recently saw a ruling go their way (see            

Federal Court Slaps Down NY DEC Rejection of Northern Access          

Pipe). NFG ultimately thinks they will build Northern Access, but          

the project is still a few years (and a few more lawsuits) away             

from reality. Enter Plan B. NFG signed an agreement with          

Williams’ Transco Pipeline last year to flow 300 (upgraded to          

330) MMcf/d of Seneca natural gas to Transco Zone 6 markets.           

The FM100 Project fits hand in glove with Williams’ Transco          

Leidy South Project. FM100 will connect to Leidy South. The new           

news about FM100 and Leidy South is that FERC has opted to            

conduct an environmental assessment (EA) for each project,        

which trims down the turnaround time from a “full”         

environmental impact statement. 

 

Fed Court Says WV Driller Doesn’t Have to 

Produce Gas to Keep Lease (full post) 
 

We spotted a write-up on a recent court decision coming from           

the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit in which a West             

Virginia landowner had a signed Marcellus lease requiring        

PetroEdge (later Statoil) to drill three wells on or under their           

property. And yet the courts have sided with the driller,          

essentially allowing the driller to wiggle out of the terms of the            

lease. This case is, for us, disturbing. We have a copy of the full              

decision below, along with a write-up from Law360 explaining         

the case. Bear in mind Law360 writes for lawyers, not for           

laymen. In lay terms, here’s how we understand this case: The           

landowner, Pine Resources, signed a lease contract with        

PetroEdge which required the driller to drill three shale wells on           

or under their property, on a certain schedule. The schedule          

slipped. Eventually PetroEdge drilled one of the wells, but never          

completed/fracked it. Then PetroEdge sold their lease to Statoil.         

Using a legal loophole (a “meter tap” PetroEdge never built, a           

precondition for drilling the wells) Statoil told Pine Resources to          

stop harassing about drilling and completing the wells. Statoil         

didn’t complete the already-drilled Marcellus well, and refused to         

drill the two additional wells. Because Pine Resources pressured         

them, Statoil sued Pine Resources, threatening them by saying         

“we will bankrupt you.” The case was decided and appealed and           

appealed again. In the end, the court found that drilling one of            

the three wells was “enough” and that actual gas flowing was not            

a requirement under the lease, meaning Statoil (now Equinor)         

wins. We think the landowner got a royal screwing. The          

landowner specifically required, in the original lease, that three         

wells would be drilled, laying out the timing. The driller (first           

PetroEdge, then Statoil) violated that contract. And now the         

driller has somehow wiggled out of it. Maddening. 

 

Eureka to Extract Lithium from Marcellus/Utica 

Wastewater (full post) 
 

Eureka Resources owns and operates three centralized       

treatment/recycling facilities that process flowback/produced     

waters (i.e. wastewater) from the Marcellus Shale. Two of the          

facilities are located in Williamsport (Lycoming County), PA, and         

one in Standing Stone Township (Bradford County), PA, near         

Towanda. Eureka has just announced a joint venture to use high           

tech to recover lithium from the Marcellus wastewater they         

process. How cool is that?! Some of Eureka’s treated wastewater          

is turned into drinkable fresh water. Some of the minerals that           

Eureka pulls out of the wastewater is turned into road salt. And            

some of the minerals are turned into (no lie) salt used for            

swimming pools. Now Eureka is partnering with MGX Minerals         

Inc. to use MGX’s technology to pull lithium–yes the lithium          

used in batteries–out of Marcellus wastewater. And sell it. We          

love how creative our industry is! 

 

The Battle for NESE Pipeline in NY – NatGas 

Shortages Loom (full post) 
 

Williams is in the fight of its life to get New York State to approve               

its Northeast Supply Enhancement (NESE) project (see       

Cuomo-Corrupted DEC Denies Permit for Williams NESE Pipe        
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Project). There are a number of components to the project, but           

the key component, the heart of the project, is a new 23-mile            

pipeline from the shore of New Jersey into (on the bottom of) the             

Raritan Bay in NY territorial waters–running parallel to the         

existing Transco pipeline, before connecting to the Transco        

offshore. The project is meant to increase pipeline capacity and          

natural gas flows by another 400 million cubic feet per day           

(MMcf/d) heading into northeastern markets. Transco wants to        

provide more Marcellus natural gas to utility giant National Grid          

beginning with the 2019-2020 heating season. National Grid        

operates in New York City, Long Island, Rhode Island and          

Massachusetts. National Grid has warned New York that unless         

they get gas from NESE, they will slap a moratorium on new            

natgas customers the same way Consolidated Edison is now         

doing in Westchester County. National Grid said without NESE,         

new customers specifically in Queens and Brooklyn will be         

rejected, including the $1 billion complex in Queens that’s         

supposed to be the new home of the New York Islanders NHL            

hockey team. And yet know-nothings from so-called       

environmental groups claim that this one extra pipeline, in         

addition to many others already lying on the bottom of the           

Raritan Bay, will be the one to cause an environmental holocaust           

along the shoreline of Long Island. What utter garbage.         

Intellectually bankrupt. The following article appeared in Crain’s        

New York Business. It begins with the story of a cute surfer chick             

who’s valiantly fighting against this evil fossil fuel project–to         

keep the beaches pure and clean. Hey surfer chick–will you          

voluntarily unhook your apartment/house from natural gas if the         

project gets canceled? No, we didn’t think so. Hypocrite. 

 

Antis Give Up Trying to Pass Setbacks in This Yr’s 

WV Legislature (full post) 
 

Thank God anti fossil fuelers are throwing in the towel in West            

Virginia–at least for this year–in their never-ending campaign to         

stop shale drilling in the state. A recent article appearing in the            

biased ProPublica and Charleston Gazette-Mail highlights antis’       

frustration in not getting their bills to advance in this year’s           

legislative session–a session that is rapidly coming to a close. The           

article below regurgitates a litany of supposed sins of shale          

drilling. Truck traffic, noise, lights, smells. We’re not saying such          

things aren’t problems–they are. Antis’ solution to these        

problems is to block new drilling by boosting setbacks (the          

distance from well pads to homes, businesses, and other         

structures) to 1,500 feet–more than a quarter of a mile. It’s           

impractical and would drastically reduce the amount of drilling         

in the state. So antis are bummed that their bills to boost            

setbacks are going nowhere fast. And they have a sympathetic ear           

at the Charleston Gazette-Mail/ProPublica to amplify their       

venting. 

 

Fake Research Says PA Fracking Gives You 

Herpes & Kidney Stones (full post) 
 

Every year or two another fraudulent piece of “research” is          

released supposedly showing a connection between fracking and        

health issues. Last March Yale released a nonsense study that          

says fracking causes STDs. Another such jewel has just been          

published. This time PA Marcellus drilling causes “skin, genital,         

and urinary diseases.” This latest laugh-out-loud “research       

study” comes from a PhD student from the University of          

Rochester playing around with a spreadsheet that supposedly        

shows higher numbers of certain kinds of diseases in PA counties           

with fracking. The “study,” called “Unconventional natural gas        

development and hospitalizations: evidence from Pennsylvania,      

United States, 2003–2014,” was recently published in a journal         

called Public Health. The study suffers from the same terminal          

illness all of these studies suffer from: cherry picking data and           

ignoring data that doesn’t fit the predetermined outcome you         

want. Watch for language that indicates the data was         

manipulated to produce a certain outcome, like “After correcting         

for demographic factors like race and income…” Which is the          

exact phrase the author used in an interview (see below). If you            

“correct the data,” you’ve changed it. 

 

FRIDAY - Mar. 8, 2019 
 

EQT Hires New COO for $1.1M – Tells Him to Cut 

Costs (Giggle) (full post) 
 

EQT yesterday announced they’ve hired a new Chief Operating         

Officer–Gary E. Gould, hired away from Harold Hamm at         

Continental Resources where he oversaw production and       

resource development (essentially the same position). Gould is        

being paid $550,000 a year with a $500,000 signing bonus ($1.1           

million total), for his first year. His salary goes up from there.            

Gould’s charter from EQT CEO Rob McNally? Cut costs. Which          

made us giggle. In 2019 Gould will get a “long-term incentive           

award” valued at $2.5 million, and over the next three years           

*another* long-term incentive award valued at $3.9 million. Plus         

he gets a $9,060/year car allowance. Hey, we don’t begrudge          

anyone from making what they’re worth. More power to him. If           

he can find ways to cut tens and hundreds of millions from the             

cost of operations, without sacrificing safety and quality, go for it.           

It’s just that you hire this guy for really big bucks, and his job is               

to find ways to cut everyone else’s budget in the company. Kind            

of ironic, no? 

 

Encino Belle of the Ball at OOGA’s 72nd Annual 

Meeting (full post) 
 

The Ohio Oil & Gas Association (OOGA) is currently holding          

their 72nd Annual Meeting in Columbus, Ohio. U.S. Vice         

President Mike Pence will address the event today. Cool!         

Kallanish Energy is at the event. They report that Encino Energy,           

which bought out all of Chesapeake Energy’s considerable Ohio         

Utica assets last year, was the “center of attention” yesterday.          

Encino CEO and president Hardy Murchison, and COO Ray         

Walker (formerly of Range Resources) spoke for 30 minutes         

yesterday morning about Encino’s continuing transition and the        

company’s plans. It was their first public appearance in Ohio          

since buying the Chessy assets, and everyone wanted to hear          

them–all 700 in attendance. Murchison told the audience what         

had already reported in mid-February–that the company will, in         

2019, finish drilling a list of wells Chesapeake previously         

identified. In 2020 they will create their own list to drill. We did,             

however, learn a bit of new information from their talk–like just           

how much drilling will happen. According to Murchison, Encino         

will operate two rigs and two completion crews in the Ohio Utica            

in 2019, possibly adding a third completion crew at some point. 

 

Where Will New Fortress Energy’s Marcellus LNG 

Port be Located? (full post) 
 

We’ve been tracking the story of a coming $800 million LNG           

export plant that will be built in rural northeastern Pennsylvania          

(see Big News! Marcellus LNG Export Plant Coming to         

Landlocked NEPA). Two days ago we shared the news that some           

of the Marcellus molecules from the plant will go to Puerto Rico            

to power electric plants. But between northeast PA and Puerto          

Rico, somewhere, somehow the LNG must get loaded onto a          

ship. Where will that happen? We think we know. New Fortress           

has only said the location of the LNG export port where they will             
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ship from is ~195 miles from Wylausing. We figured it would           

have to be a port along the Delaware River on the PA side of the               

river. However, the Delaware News Journal has done some         

sleuthing and believes they know where the location actually is–a          

port in New Jersey. New Fortress owns property in Gloucester          

County, NJ along the Delaware. It’s a former DuPont dynamite          

factory! Three years ago, New Fortress proposed a fuel terminal          

and port for the property. There have been job postings for the            

site going back to last fall, including one for a “construction           

engineer with expertise in LNG.” The job has apparently been          

filed (“Applications no longer accepted”). Enter the Sierra Club         

and the always titillating Jeff Tittel, who paints nightmare         

scenarios if such a port is allowed on the Delaware. You see, the             

LNG would have to sail through Delaware Bay, past the cities of            

New Castle and Wilmington, and pass under the Delaware         

Memorial Bridge. Old Jeff says all it would take is for someone to             

toss a hand grenade off the bridge onto an LNG tanker and that             

sucker would blow up taking “half of Wilmington with it.” Utter           

nonsense, but it fools the feeble-minded supporters of the Sierra          

Club. No wonder New Fortress will neither confirm nor deny          

where the port will be located. As soon as they do, they will face a               

barrage of attacks from Big Green, including lawsuits. 

 

Leftist Judges on the 4th Circus Put ACP, MVP 

Pipes in Peril (full post) 
 

Both Atlantic Coast Pipeline (ACP) and Mountain Valley Pipeline         

(MVP) are facing an existential threat from the clown judges of           

the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circus. In December, the            

judges of the Fourth Circuit vacated a permit issued by the U.S.            

Forest Service (USFS) that allows ACP to cross beneath the          

Appalachian Trail and 21 miles of national forest land in Virginia           

and West Virginia. Dominion asked for all of the Fourth Circuit           

judges to rehear the decision (called en banc). In late February           

the court refused the request, so Dominion is appealing directly          

to the U.S. Supreme Court. Here’s what we didn’t know until           

now. Not only did the clown judges reject U.S. Forest Service           

permits for the ACP to cross the Appalachian Trail, they ruled the            

Forest Service lacks the authority to permit any pipeline crossing          

the Appalachian Trail, without an act of Congress! No wonder          

Dominion has appealed directly to the Supreme Court. This is a           

five alarm emergency! If the ruling is allowed to stand, stripping           

the Forest Service’s right to issue permits to cross the Trail, not            

only is ACP in trouble, so too is MVP, which will also cross under              

the Trial. 

 

Philadelphia LNG Export Plant One Vote Away 

from Happening (full post) 
 

Russian native Boris Brevnov (former Enron executive) and his         

partner Charles Ryan (a Radnor native, once the chief country          

officer in Moscow for Deutsche Bank), are now one vote away           

from Philadelphia City Council approving a $60 million        

Marcellus LNG export facility, to be built on property owned by           

Philadelphia Gas Works (PGW). Brevnov and Ryan, via their         

company Liberty Energy Trust, landed themselves a sweetheart        

deal last December with PGW to build a small LNG plant that            

will export Marcellus gas. We frankly have mixed emotions about          

this project. We’re glad to see another LNG export facility, one           

being built in PA (albeit quite small), but unhappy that these           

particular people are the ones building and operating it. Brevnov          

and Ryan are responsible for scuttling a deal for PGW to sell            

itself to UIL Holdings Corporation, a Connecticut-based       

investor-owned gas and electric utility, back in 2014. They         

wanted the LNG export project for themselves. It now looks like           

they’ll get it. Sometimes the bad guys win. The deal just received            

a “key” approval–although by which government agency we can’t         

tell in the following somewhat convoluted story. An image         

accompanying the story mentions testimony being given by reps         

from Liberty Energy Trust to the Philadelphia Committee on         

Transportation and Public Utilities. So we assume it was that          

committee that voted to approve the project, sending it on to the            

full Council for a final vote. The big news is that only one vote              

remains–by the full Philly City Council–which is expected by the          

end of this month. 

 

PA Supreme Court Tires of Strippers – Turns 

Down PIOGA Request (full post) 
 

In late December, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court ruled that         

so-called “stripper wells” can be taxed under the 2012 Act 13 law,            

slapped with an impact fee assessment if those wells produce          

more than 90 thousand cubic feet per day (Mcf/d) of gas in a             

single month, any month. There’s a lot of background to this           

story about stripper wells, how they are defined, and arguments          

over what the word “any” means in the law that defines taxation            

of strippers. The Pennsylvania Independent Oil & Gas        

Association (PIOGA) and Synder Brothers, the company       

originally challenging the stripper well definition, both filed        

requests with the PA Supremes to reconsider their December         

decision. Yesterday the Supremes told PIOGA “no” and Snyder         

Bros. “yes” to reconsideration. But don’t get your hopes up. The           

Snyder Bros. request the Supremes accepted has to do with how           

much interest and penalties they owe along with their back taxes.           

The Supremes reconsidering the Snyder case has nothing to do          

with the larger issue of whether or not they owe those back            

fees–they do. 

 

List of 16 Marcellus/Utica Gas Processing Plants 

(full post) 
 

Our favorite government agency, the U.S. Energy Information        

Administration, published a post yesterday on the topic of “U.S.          

natural gas processing plant capacity and throughput have        

increased in recent years.” In that post EIA links to a handy            

dandy online tool that lists all of the active natural gas processing            

plants operating in the U.S. We used the tool to download all of             

the plants in PA, OH and WV, and further trimmed out the low             

volume (conventional only) processing plants, leaving a list of         

sweet 16 Marcellus/Utica processing plants–where they are       

located and how much they process. Below is the list. 
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